
Walking route

Start: Domplein square
Go inside the Dom Church:

1. Domplein 31, Domkerk
In 1253 a fire decimated the old 
Romanesque cathedral that stood on 
this site. A new church was erected 
in the Gothic style between 1254 and 
1517, with an imposing tower completed 
earlier, in 1382. In 1674 a severe storm 
(a ‘derecho’) destroyed the central part 
of the nave. The church remained in a 
ruinous state for 150 years. Today, the 
paving stones on the square indicate its 
original plan.

Leave the church and cross the 
square diagonally to the right. In 
the corner is:

2. Domplein 9, VVV Tourist Info
This building sits on the remains of 
a residence for the canons of the 
cathedral chapter, parts of which are 
visible through the windows in the floor. 
The current building dates from 1909 
and was designed as a warehouse with 
apartments in the upper stories.

Exit the shop and walk past the Dom 
tower on your right. In front of you 
is a gate to:

3. Servetstraat 7, Flora’s Hof/ 
Museum Speelklok Restoration Workshop
In 1803, eminent garden designer 
Hendrik van Lunteren bought the 
vacant site where the episcopal palace 
once stood to start a nursery with his 
brother, calling it Flora’s Hof. Today 
the courtyard is maintained as a 
19th-century show garden by the society 

of friends of Flora’s Hof. The sculptures 
were designed by P.J.H. Cuypers for the 
Dom’s restored Pandhof garden and 
depict scenes from the life of St Martin. 
Adjoining the garden is the former 
premises of an auction house, now 
the restoration workshop of Museum 
Speelklok.

Leave the garden via the passageway 
underneath Dom tower, returning to 
Domplein square. Cross the square 
diagonally to the right. In the 
corner is:

4. Domplein 29, Academiegebouw
Built in 1891-1894, the architectural 
style of Utrecht University Hall was the 
subject of a nationwide debate lasting 
five years. Should it match the Gothic 
style of the Dom Cathedral, or the 
Neoclassical style of most academic 
buildings? In the end, the university 
rejected Pierre Cuypers’ Gothic Revival 
design and opted for a Renaissance 
Revival building by E.H. Gugel and F.J. 
Nieuwenhuis. Inside, the 15th-century 
cathedral chapter hall now serves as the 
auditorium.

After leaving the building, turn right 
and go through the Gothic archway 
next door to University Hall. This 
gate leads to:

5. Domplein 29, Pandhof
The Pandhof was the cathedral’s cloister 
garden and dates from the 14th century. 
It connected the church to the Great 
Chapter House, now Utrecht University 
Hall. Sections of the Gothic cloister’s 
detailed tracery in the arches and cross-
ribbed vaults date back as far as the 
15th century. In 1876-1896 the cloister 

was restored under the direction of 
Pierre Cuypers. The gablets above the 
arches were replaced at this time, but 
the stone was too porous and later was 
removed to decorate Flora’s Hof.

Leave the garden via the rear exit, 
turn right and walk to the end of 
the street, Pausdam. Continue up 
Kromme Nieuwegracht and take the 
first bridge on the left. Go through 
the gate to:

6. Kromme Nieuwegracht 49, 
Paushuize
In 1517, Cardinal Adriaan Florisz, then 
residing in Spain, commissioned the 
construction of this Late Gothic style 
house. In 1522 Adrian was elected 
pope, giving this building its name, 
which means ‘papal house’. Sadly for 
him, he died in Rome in 1523, having 
never set eyes on the house. The 
gate and the bridge date from 1633. 
When the building was restored in the 
years 2009-2011, a set of 19th-century 
‘Pompeiian’ frescos was uncovered, 
unique in the Netherlands. The statue 
of Pope Adrian IV, designed by Anno 
Dijkstra, was erected in front of the 
building in 2015. 
 
Return to Pausdam and turn into 
the first street on the right, 
Pausdam (becomes Achter St-Pieter). 
Take the next street on the right, 
Pieterskerkhof. Walk another 50 
metres until you reach the entrance, 
on the right, to: 

7. Pieterskerkhof 3, Pieterskerk
The Romanesque church of St Peter 
dates from 1048 and has a notable 
interior, with red sandstone columns 
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topped by characteristic cubic capitals. 
Underneath the chancel is a crypt 
containing unusual sculpted columns 
as well as 12th-century relief carvings 
along the staircase. This church was 
also damaged in the 1674 storm, 
which destroyed the westernmost bay 
and two towers. Nonetheless, it is the 
best-preserved Romanesque church in 
Utrecht. The chapter hall is Baroque 
and dates from 1649. St Peter’s has 
served Utrecht’s Walloon community 
since 1656.

Walk back to the beginning of 
Pieterskerkhof and turn down the 
first street on your right, Achter 
St-Pieter. Take the next right on 
Keistraat. Continue straight ahead 
until you reach the road. Cross it 
and then turn left towards the tree-
filled square, Janskerkhof. You are 
now at the rear of St John’s Church. 
Walk around the right-hand side to 
the entrance.

8. Janskerkhof 26, Janskerk
Construction of St John’s began in the 
11th century. The church still has its 
13th-century roof and original painted 
timber barrel vault. The storm of 1674 
severely damaged the western apse 
and façade, which was replaced with a 
classicising entrance. The chapter room 
is hung with gold leather and has a 
stucco ceiling dating from 1755. The 
chancel, which dates from 1550, was 
used as the university’s library from 
1636 to 1821.

On exiting the church, turn 
immediately left and cross the road. 
Walk past the equestrian statue 
and turn down Korte Jansstraat on 
the right, and then right again on 
Minrebroederstraat. To your left is:

9. Minrebroederstraat 21, 
Willibrordkerk
Construction of church of St Willibrord 
started on the former site of a Catholic 
orphanage in 1895. The Gothic Revival 
design by Alfred Tepe has a plain 
exterior that contrasts sharply with the 
incredibly rich ornamentation inside. 
This interior was the joint creation of a 
number of artists from the St Bernulf’s 
Guild and is colourfully painted, with 
generous use of gold leaf. Other 
features include wood carvings and 
stained glass windows depicting scenes 
from the life of St Willibrord.

On leaving the church, turn left. 
Walk down this street, cross a 
small square, and then continue 
straight ahead, proceeding along 
Ganzenmarkt, until you reach the 
canal. To your right is:

10. Oudegracht 158, 
Winkel van Sinkel
The Winkel van Sinkel was built in 
1837-1839 and was one of the country’s 
first department stores. Designed by 
P. Adams, the building has a notable 
Neoclassical façade with massive iron 
female figures, known as caryatids, 
that were cast in England. The iron 
statues were so heavy that they warped 
the city’s old crane and it had to be 
scraped. Inside, the store’s central hall 
retains its original carved and stucco 
ornamentation.

Walk back along Ganzenmarkt until 
you reach the small square you 
crossed earlier. Turn right and walk 
past the café terraces. On your 
right is:

11. Korte Minrebroederstraat 2, 
Stadhuis 
Utrecht’s town hall was created in the 
16th century by tearing through and 
combining several medieval houses. 
The complex was rebuilt many times 
over the centuries. The Neoclassical 
sandstone façade overlooking the 
bridge across the canal was designed in 
1823 by civic architect J. van Embden. 
Facing the complex on the opposite 
corner was once the city’s weigh house, 
where goods were weighed. The rear 
section was renovated in 2000, for 
which Enric Miralles of the firm EMBT 
Arquitectes (in Spain) supplied the 
design.

Leave the building and walk 
around the right-hand side to the 
canal. Cross the bridge and turn 
into the first street on the left, 
Choorstraat. Take the first street 
on the right, Steenweg, and then the 
first left, 1e Buurkerksteeg. This 
brings you to:

12. Buurkerkhof 12, Buurtoren
This 55-metre tall tower is part of an 
old church and dates from 1388. Up 
until 1125, this church, known as the 
Buurkerk, was Utrecht’s only parish 
church; all the others were for the city’s 
clergy. The building was struck by fire 
and rebuilt numerous times. The tower 
contains two historically significant 
unconsecrated bells: one that called 
the populace together to hear the 
proclamation of judgements and city 
council decisions, and an alarm bell that 
was sounded when danger threatened 
and the city gates were closed.  

Walk into the narrow street 
leading away from the tower, 3e 
Buurkerksteeg, and turn left. 
This street gives onto a shopping 
street. Cross it and walk through 

Kuipersteeg. At the end, facing you 
across the street is:

13. Boterstraat 22, 
St. Eloyen Gasthuis
In 1440, Utrecht’s guild of metalsmiths, 
dedicated to St Eloy, acquired this 
building for the care of ailing guild 
members. The regents’ chamber and 
Renaissance entrance gate emblazoned 
with a gilded crowned hammer, carved 
by Peter Franszoon in 1644, belong to 
the original infirmary. In 1730 a kolf 
court was created inside, where the 
traditional game is played to this day. In 
1885, much of the building was rebuilt 
in the Eclectic style.

Leave the building and turn left 
towards the square, Mariaplaats. 
Cross the square and the street and 
continue along the left-hand side of 
the large yellow building, Utrecht’s 
music conservatory. You are now 
in Pandhof St. Marie, the former 
church of St Mary, with remnants of 
a Romanesque cloister. Leaving the 
garden, walk diagonally towards 
and through the tall blue metal 
gates and then turn left. Continue 
to the end of the street, stopping in 
front of the building site, and then 
turn left along the pavement. After 
around 100 metres you will see, on 
your left:

14. Willemsplantsoen 2, 
St. Gertrudis Kathedraal
During the Reformation, Catholic church 
services were prohibited. Catholics 
therefore gathered in clandestine 
churches to celebrate mass. The most 
beautiful 17th-century clandestine 
church in the Netherlands was St 
Gertrude’s Chapel (entrance next to 
the cathedral). The cathedral next 
door was built when the congregation 
outgrew this chapel, in 1912-1914, and 
today is the seat of the Roman Catholic 
archbishop of Utrecht. The building, 
designed by E.G. Wentink, presents an 
austere Romanesque Revival exterior, 
but is richly embellished within. 

On leaving the church, turn left 
and walk to the end of the row of 
houses. Diagonally to the right is 
a paved road for pedestrians and 
cyclists through the park. Follow 
this road along the water until you 
reach the first bridge. Turn left 
onto Lange Smeestraat. On your 
right is:

15. Lange Smeestraat 40, 
Bartholomeus Gasthuis
This building has provided long-term 
care for the ill and infirm since the 
14th century. The regents’ chamber was 



built in 1632 and is hung with splendid 
landscape tapestries produced in Delft. 
They were woven in 1642-1648 by 
Maximilliaan van der Gucht, a tapestry 
manufacturer of international renown. 
All of his wall hangings include a 
portrait of his little dog at the bottom. 
Now a nursing home, this building is 
the earliest in the Netherlands to have 
served without interruption as care 
facility.

Proceed along Lange Smeestraat 
until you reach the next crossing 
and turn right onto Springweg. At 
the end of the street, on your right, 
is the church of St Gertrude. Walk 
around the right-hand side of the 
church to the entrance.

16. Geertekerkhof 23, Geertekerk 
This church was originally built around 
1250 and is the smallest of Utrecht’s 
four parish churches. It was enlarged 
several times over the centuries, and 
used variously as a Protestant church, 
a stable for horses, a warehouse and 
a military barracks. In 1954, by then 
little more than a ruin, the building 
was acquired by the Remonstrant 
Brotherhood and restored. The church 
has a simple cruciform plan with a 
nave and two side aisles and a tower 
over the west end, and also has a large 
organ.

Exit the church from the rear 
onto Geertestraat. At the end of 
the street, cross the bridge over 
the canal and continue along 
Vrouwjuttenstraat. Walk to the 
end of this street and then turn 
right onto Lange Nieuwstraat. After 
around 100 metres, you will see, to 
your left:

17. Lange Nieuwstraat 106, 
University Museum/Oude Hortus
The Utrecht University Museum today 
occupies the buildings that used to 
house the laboratories of the botanic 
garden (1902-1920), with modern 
glazing by Koen van Velzen (1995). 
Behind them lies Utrecht University’s 
original botanic garden, first planted in 
1723. As well as several unusual trees 
and plants, it also has an orangery 
dating from 1726, a professor’s 
residence and a seed house from 1768. 
In 1964 the space grew too cramped 
and the university’s botanic garden was 
moved to its present-day location at the 
De Uithof campus. 

Walk to the end of Lange 
Nieuwstraat and then turn left onto 
Agnietenstraat. Follow this street 
over the bridge across Nieuwegracht 
and then turn left. Walk along the 

canal until you reach the second 
bridge and then turn right into 
Schalkwijkstraat. Continue to the 
end of the street and then turn into 
Bruntenhof, immediately on your left.

18. Schalkwijkstraat, Bruntenhof
In 1621, the lawyer Frederik Brunt 
had this complex of small homes 
built on the property of his house 
Klein Lepelenburg, of which some 
14th-century remnants survive in the 
main building. The richly ornamented 
entry gate leads to the regents’ 
chamber. The single-room residences 
provided independent housing for 
poor Catholic widows, who were also 
supplied with food and fuel. Today, 
Utrechts Monumentenfonds (Utrecht 
historic buildings fund) owns the 
complex and had it restored in 1979-
1981. Behind Bruntenhof is a lovely 
courtyard garden.

Walk to the end of Bruntenhof, then 
turn left into Brigittenstraat and 
continue to the end of the street. 
Cross the bridge over the canal 
and then enter the narrow lane 
diagonally in front of you to the 
left, Catharijnesteeg. At the end, on 
your left, is:

19. Lange Nieuwstraat 36, 
Catharinakathedraal
Originally built for a Carmelite friary and 
later incorporated into the monastery of 
St Catherine, this church was completed 
around 1550. After the Reformation 
it long stood vacant, up until the 
re-establishment of the episcopal 
hierarchy in 1853, when the church of 
St Catherine was elevated to cathedral 
of the Archdiocese of Utrecht. Bishop 
Schaepman commissioned Alfred Tepe, 
a well-known architect, to restore the 
front façade. In 2002, after a centuries-
long hiatus, the church resumed holding 
traditional processions with the relics 
of St Willibrord, which can be viewed 
inside.

Next door to the church is the 
entrance to:

20. Lange Nieuwstraat 38, 
Museum Catharijneconvent 
Now a museum, this complex originally 
consisted of a church, a monastery 
and a guest house owned by first the 
Carmelite order and later the Order 
of Saint John. After the Reformation 
the city turned the guest house into 
a hospital, and until 1811 it served as 
Utrecht’s Academic Hospital. These days 
it is a museum dedicated to Christian 
art. Decorating the stairwell is a stained 
glass window made by the artist Marc 
Mulders in 2006.

Exit the museum and continue 
north up Lange Nieuwstraat. At the 
crossing with Hamburgerstraat, 
turn left. On your left is:

21. Hamburgerstraat 9, 
Lutherse Kerk
In 1412 a wealthy resident of Utrecht 
named Abraham Dole founded 
a convent here dedicated to St 
Ursula. In 1745 the chapel was 
converted and enlarged to serve as a 
clandestine church for the Lutheran 
community, disguised as a canal-
side house with a Louis XIV façade 
topped by a richly ornamented crest. 
During a later renovation a barrel 
vault was placed underneath the still 
extant medieval vault. The pulpit, 
baptismal gate and organ date from 
the 19th century.

Walk back to Lange Nieuwstraat. 
Cross the street and walk through 
the entrance of the fence on your 
left. The building in front of
you is:

22. Hamburgerstraat 28, 
Het Utrechts Archief
In the 11th century, the Abbey of St Paul 
was established on this spot. After the 
Reformation the complex was converted 
into a court house. In 1838 all traces 
of the former abbey were covered with 
a Neoclassical façade. More recent 
renovation has once more revealed the 
old Gothic pointed archway leading 
to the chapter hall and the original 
springers of the vault. In the basement, 
the cells of the old court house still 
remain. The imposing staircase has 
murals painted by Jan Goeting in the 
1950s. 

Outside, walk back to the 
intersection and turn right onto 
Korte Nieuwstraat. On your 
right is:

23. Korte Nieuwstraat 6, 
Huize Molenaar
This house was built in 1707 after the 
church belonging to St Paul’s Abbey 
was torn down. The plain cornice 
gable belies the rich interior, boasting 
18th-century stucco ceilings, elaborate 
chimney breasts and carved wooden 
banisters. The picturesque garden 
occupies part of the former abbey, the 
wall incorporating a restored section of 
the church’s northern transept wall.

Return to Korte Nieuwstraat and 
continue towards the Dom tower. 
This will bring you back to where 
you started, Domplein square.

End of the route
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